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orders among the keelrnen ". In 1728 an attempt was made
to revive the scheme, but it only survived a few months, after
which the keelmen supported their widows and poor by
collections at their ' societies or box meetings' x. In 1788
the fund was re-established by Act of Parliament and it con-
tinued in existence for nearly a century 2. The corresponding
class to the keelmen at Newcastle were the coal-heavers in
London, who unloaded the coal from the ships into the
lighters, and in the middle of the eighteenth century were
said to earn fifteen shillings to a guinea a week 3.
Cartels in The outstanding feature of the coal trade in the sixteenth,
mm!*" seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was the tendency to
industry, form combinations and ' rings' among the producers and
distributors. The most distinctive was the organization
known as the Hostmen of Newcastle. This body exhibited
all the characteristics of a highly developed monopoly. In
form it approximated closely to the modern cartel, and it
anticipated the principal devices of a controlled market:
restricted membership, limited output, scheduled prices, and
a selling agency 3a. It dominated the mining industry since
Newcastle held the unique position to which an Ordinance
of Parliament bore testimony in 1643 : " The greatest part
of this kingdom, and more especially the city of London and
most maritime towns, are served and furnished with coals
from the town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne and the adjacent
parts of Northumberland and the bishopric of Durham " 4.
And the fact that coal was now a primary necessity created
a national interest in the efforts of the Newcastle Hostmen
to establish a ' corner' or a ' ring * in this commodity.
Between London as the chief consumer of coal, and New-
castle which controlled its production and distribution, a
conflict was carried on for two centuries in which rival
economic interests contended for mastery.
1 Records of the Hostmen 158, 172 seq., 180, 191, 205.
1 Statutes at Large, xi. 519. It came to an end in 1872 : Records of
the Hostmen, 209. Am Act of 1757 (repealed 1770) established a similar
fond among the Thames coal-heavers: Eden, The State of the Poor (1797),
i. 605-607.
1 Campbell, The London Tradesman (1747), 3*9' For lightermen:
infra, pp. 138-139.
** See supra, Introduction, pp. xxxiv-xxxvi : and infra, Appendix,
p. 488, No. 2.
4 Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum, i. 171.

